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An important feature of the theory of finite groups is the number of connections 
and analogies with the theory of Lie groups. The concept of a, weight has long been 
useful in the modular representation theory of finite Lie groups in the defining 
characteristic of the group. The idea of a weight in the modular representation 
theory of an arbitrary finite group was recently introduced in Alperin (Proc. 
Sympos. Pure Math. 41 (1987, 369-379) where it was conjectured that the number 
of weights should equal the number of modular irreducible representations. 
Moreover, this equality should hold block by block. The conjecture has created 
great interest, since its truth would have important consequences-a synthesis of 
known results and solutions of outstanding problems. In this paper we prove the 
conjecture first for the modular representations of symmetric groups and second for 
modular representations in odd characteristic r for the finite general linear groups. 
In the latter case r may be assumed to be different from the defining characteristic 
p of the group, since the result is known when r is p. The well-known analogy 
between the representation theory of the symmetric and general inear groups holds 
here too. C 1990 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. RADICAL SUBGROUPS AND WEIGHTS 
Let G be a finite group, r a prime, R an r-subgroup of G. We say that 
R is a radical subgroup of G if R = O,(N(R)). An irreducible character rp 
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of N(R) is called a weight character if q is trivial on R and in an r-block 
of defect 0 of N(R)/R. If such a character cp exists, then R is necessarily 
radical. We shall also call the pair (R, cp) a weight of G. Let b be the block 
of N(R) containing cp. A weight (R, cp) is a B-weight for a block B of G if 
B = b’, that is, B corresponds to b by the Brauer homomorphism. G acts 
on the set of B-weights by conjugation, and we consider conjugate 
B-weights as the same. 
The following is a character-theoretic version of the results in [2, 
p. 373-3741. Let R be a radical subgroup of G, N = N(R), C = C(R). Let 0 
be an irreducible character of CR which is trivial on R, and let N(8) be the 
stabilizer of 8 in N. By Clifford theory the induction mapping $ H I($) = 
Ind&,,($) induces a bijection from the set Irr(N(B), 13) of irreducible 
characters of N(B) covering 8 to the set Irr(N, 0) of irreducible characters 
of N covering 8. Moreover, I($) has defect 0 as a character of N/R if and 
only if II/ has defect 0 as a character of N(B)/R. Since II/( 1) = d($) 0( 1) for 
some integral divisor d($) of (N(8) : CR), it follows (R, I(+)) is a weight of 
G if and only if 
4$), = (NO): CR),, 0(l),= (CR:R),. (1.1) 
If ( 1.1) holds, then 8 is an irreducible character of defect 0 of CR/R, and 
the block b of CR containing 8 has defect group R and canonical character 
8. Since blocks of N are regular with respect to CR in the sense of 
[3, (4F)], it follows I($) E bN, so that (R, I($)) is a bG-weight of G. 
We can thus enumerate the B-weights of G as follows: Let R be a radical 
subgroup of G, b a block of C(R) R with defect group R and B= bG, and 
f3 the canonical character of b. Each character II/ in Irr(N(B), 0) such that 
d($), = (N(8) : CR), gives rise to a B-weight (R, I($)) of G. Moreover, dis- 
tinct $‘s give distinct weights, since N(N(R)) = N(R). All B-weights of G 
are then obtained by letting R run over representatives for the G-conjugacy 
classes of radical subgroups, and for each such R, letting b run over repre- 
sentatives for the N( R)-conjugacy classes of blocks of C(R) R such that b 
has defect group R and bG = B. 
It will be convenient to view the symmetric and the general inear group 
as groups of matrices. We define the wreath product Xl Y of a matrix 
group X and a permutation matrix group Y as the matrix group obtained 
by replacing the entries 1 and 0 respectively in any matrix y in Y by 
arbitrary matrices in X and by zero matrices of degree X. The wreath 
product is then an associative operation. 
If Xd G(m) and Yd G(n), then Xt Y$6(mn). Let Xi, X,, . . . . X, be 
copies of X, and let V,, I’,, . . . . V, be disjoint underlying sets of 
Xl, x,, ..., X,. Then V = VI v V, u . . . u V, can be taken as the underlying 
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set of Xt Y, and X,xX,x ... x X, as the base subgroup of X{ Y. In 
particular, if Xi has no fixed points on Vi and Y is transitive, then 
C G(mJX t Y) = G,,,(X) 0 6 (1.2) 
where Z is the identity matrix of degree n, C,,,,(X) @ Z= {g 0 Z:g E C,(,,(X)}. 
Moreover, if N,(,,,(Xt Y) permutes the sets V,, V2, . . . . V,, among them- 
selves, then 
N ~(rnn)(X t Y) = (&,z,VW) 0 N,,,,( 0 (1.3) 
Here (N,,,,(X)/X) @ N,,,,( Y) is the set of matrices gotten by replacing 
entries 1 and 0 respectively in any matrix of N,,,,(Y) by arbitrary elements 
in a coset of X in N,,,,( X and by zero matrices of degree X. It follows ) 
from (1.3) that 
If X d GL(m, q) and Y 6 6(n), then X { Y < GL(mn, q). Let 
X,, X2, . . . . X, be copies of X, and V,, V,, . . . . V,, disjoint underlying spaces 
of X,, X2, . . . . X,. Then V= V, @ V, @ . @ V, can be taken as the under- 
lying space of X { Y and X, x X, x . . x X, as the base subgroup of X Z Y. 
In particular, if Vi = [V,, Xi] and Y is transitive, then 
C GL(mn,y)(X? y, = cGL(m,,,(x)@z. (1.4) 
Moreover, if N GL(mn, y (X\ Y) permutes the spaces V,, V,, . . . . V, among 
themselves, then 
N GL(mn&-2 y) = (NGL(rn,y)(X)IX)ON~(,)(Y). (1.5) 
Here the right-hand sides are defined as before. It follows from (1.5) that 
N ~~(rnn,~~(X~ y)/(x? y) = N,,,m,,,(X)/Xx &,,,( y)/y. 
We conlude this section with a combinatorial emma. The integer I in the 
following statement need not be a prime: 
(1A) Let e,r, w be integers with e> 1, r2 1, ~120. For each d20, let 
Z,= {(d, i,j):l <ide, 06j<rd}, 
and let Z=LI d)OZd. Then the set 9 of e-tuples (A,, A,, . . . . 1,) of partitions 
JUi with xi (Ai1 = w is in bijection with the set d of assignments 
I-+ {r-cores}, (d, i,i) H I$, such that 
c rd I(,1 = w. 
41, i 
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Proof: Let A = (A,, A,, . . . . A,) be an e-tuple of partitions ii with 
pi IAil = W. Each ii is determined by its tower of r-cores {I&}, where the 
indices (d, i, j) are such that d > 0, and for fixed d, 0 6 j < rd. The r-cores 
tif, are recursively defined as follows: For d = 0, let IF0 = Ai, and let K$ 
and (A:,,, A:,,, . . . . JL:rp 1 ) be respectively the r-core and the r-quotient of I,~o. 
More generally, if K:; ’ and 
are already defined for 0 < j < rdp ‘, let K& and 
be respectively the r-core and the r-quotient of A:, for 0 <j < rd. Since 
it follows that the mapping f:(d, i,j)~ ~~~ is an assignment of 
I+ {r-cores} such that 
i 1 c rqKe,l=w. 
i=l d>oo<j<rd 
The mapping 1, of is then the desired bijection. 
2. THE SYMMETRIC GROUP 
Notation. Let 6(n) = (Zi( V) denote the symmetric group of degree n 
acting on a set V of cardinality n. For each positive integer c, let A,. denote 
the elementary abelian r-subgroup of order r(’ in its regular permutation 
representation. A,. is embedded uniquely up to conjugacy as a transitive 
subgroup of G(f), C,,,,, (A,) = A,, and N G(rCj(Ac)/A, 1: GL(c, r). For each 
sequence c = (cl, c2, . . . . c,) of positive integers, let A, denote the wreath 
product A,, i A,., i ... (A,.,. Then A, is embedded uniquely up to conjugacy 
as a transitive subgroup of G(f’), where d= c, + c2 + . . . + c,. Moreover, 
f”s(,+%)/A, = GL(c,, r) x GL(c,, r) x ... x GL(c,, r). (2.1) 
Indeed, write A,=Xz Y, where X=A,.,, Y=A,.,)...lA,.,. Since X acts 
regularly on its underlying set, the minimal elements in the partially 
ordered set 
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where [V, g] is the set of points of V moved by g and the ordering is inclu- 
sion, are the underlying sets of the factors of the base subgroup of X { Y. 
Thus the claim follows by (1.3) and induction on t. In particular, 
CG+,(A,) <A, and N Gcrdj(Ac)/Ac has (r - 1)’ irreducible characters of 
defect 0 obtained from the Steinberg characters of GL(c,, r). We shall call 
A, a basic subgroup of 6(rd), deg A, = rd the degree of A,, and /(A,) = t the 
length of A,. The number of basic subgroups A, of degree rd and length t 
is then ( :I:), where ( ~ i ) is defined to be 0 or 1 according as i 2 0 or 
i= -1. 
(2A) Let G = (5(n) = E(V), and let R be a radical r-subgroup of G. 
Then there exist decompositions 
v= v,u v, u ... u v,, 
R=R,x R, x ... x R,, 
such that R, is the trivial subgroup of G( I’,), and Ri is a basic subgroup 
of G( Vi) for iZ 1. 
Proof: We proceed by induction on the degree of G. Let V0 be the set 
of fixed points of R on V, V, = V\ V,,, so that R = R, x R + , where R, is 
the trivial subgroup of Gi( V,,), R, d G( V,). Then N(R) = G( V,,) x 
N GcV+j(R + ), so R + is necessarily radical in 6( V, ). By induction we may 
suppose V= V+ . Let V= V, u V, u ... u V, be the partition of V into 
orbits of R, and let Ri be the group of permutations which agree with an 
element of R on V, and are the identity on V, for j # i. Then 
R<N(R)nR,R,...R,gN(R). 
Thus R=R,xR,x ... x R,, since R is a radical subgroup. Let N, be the 
group of permutations which agree with an element of N(R,) on Vi and are 
the identity on V, for j # i. In particular, Ri 6 O,(Ni), and 
R< O,(N,) x O,(N,) x ... x O,(N,). 
Since the latter is a normal r-subgroup of N(R), it follows that R,= O,(Ni) 
for all i. By induction we may suppose that R is transitive on V so that 
s= 1. 
Let UE V, and let R, be the stabilizer of u in R. Then R, is contained in 
a maximal subgroup M of R, so the conjugates of R, under R are also 
contained in M. It then follows by the transitivity of R that (R,:o E V) is 
a proper subgroup of R normal in N(R). Among all proper subgroups of 
R containing (R,:v E V) and normal in N(R), we choose a maximal one, 
say Q. In particular, Q is intransitive and R/Q is elementary abelian. 
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Let V,, V,, . . . . V, be the orbits of Q on I-‘, where t > 2, and let Q, be the 
group of permutations which agree with an element of Q on Vi and are 
the identity on Vi for j# i. Then Q < Qr Q2 ... Q, and N(R) induces a 
permutation group on the set {(Vi, Qi): 1 < i Q t>. In particular, N(R) 
normalizes Q 1 Q2 . . . Q,. Since R is radical and 
Rd R(N(Rn Q, .’ .Q,)nQ, -QJ-=WR)~ 
it follows that N(RnQ, . ..Q.)nQ, . ..Q.<R, so that R>Q, ..-Qt. In 
fact, R>Ql . ..Q., since Q, . ..Q. is intransitive. Thus Q=Q, . ..Q. by 
our choice of Q. The choice of Q also implies Q = { ge R:gV, = Vi 
for 1 didt}, so that A = R/Q acts faithfully and transitively on 
( I/, 9 v, 3 . ..> V,). Since A is elementary abelian, this representation is 
the regular representation and Q = {g E R:gV, = P’, }. In particular, 
R < Q1{ A, and so R = Q, 2 A, since IRI = IQ1 IAl = jQ1l’lAl. Thus 
by (1.3), 
and Q, is necessarily radical in G( V,). The proposition then holds by 
induction. 
Remark. A related result is contained in [ 10, Appendix II]. 
(2B) Let (R, rp) be a weight of G(V) and let 
v=v,uv,u”~uv,, 
R=R,xR,x ... xR,, 
be the decomposition of (2A). For each sequence c = (c,, c2, . . . . c,) of 
positive integers, let V(c) = Ui Vi, R(c) = nj Ri, where i runs over the 
indices such that R, = A,. Then 
Moreover, 
N sc,qc#W) =Nw,~(Ac) 2 WC), 
N G~&W)/W) =Nqv,#WAc 2 Wtc)> 
where I’, is the underlying set of A, and t, is the number of basic 
components A, in R(c). 
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Proof: We may suppose R has no fixed-points on V. Then V,, V,, . . . . V, 
are the orbits of R on V, and Ri= {g E R:gv = v for all v E V\Vi). Thus 
N(R) acts as a permutation group on the set of pairs ( Vi, Rj). To prove the 
first assertion, it suffices to prove the following: if A, and A,, are conjugate 
basic subgroups of 6(m), where m = deg A, = deg A (,, then c = c’. Suppose 
c or c’ has length 1. Then A, and A (I are abelian, whence c and c’ have 
length 1, and c = c’. So we may suppose c and c’ have length greater than 
1. Let c = (c,, . . . . c, ,, c), b = (c,, . . . . c, l ). Since A c = A, < A,., the stabilizer 
(A,), of a point v is in the base subgroup of A, t A,,. For a suitable choice 
of v, 
(A,),.= (Ab)c~ A,x A,x ... x A,, 
where there are r” - 1 factors A,. In particular, (A,)11 has r(‘- 1 orbits of 
length deg A,, and (A,), induces Ab on any such orbit. The remaining 
orbits of (A,), have smaller length. Similarly, if c’ = (c’,, . . . . c:,- r, c’) and 
b’ = (c;) . ..) c;,-,), then A,.= A,, < A,.., and the orbits of (A,.),. have 
analogous properties. Thus c = c’, and A, and A,. are conjugate basic 
subgroups of 6(n), where n = deg A, = deg A,,. By induction b = b’, so 
c = c’. The remaining assertions of (2B) now follow easily. 
For each d> 1 let R,, , R,,,, R,,, . . . be an ordering of the basic 
subgroups of degree r“. Let Vd,i be the underlying set of R,i, and N,, the 
normalizer of R,i in 6( Vd,i). If R,, = A, and c = (c,, c2, . . . . c,), then 
N,,J% = WC, > r) x GL(c,, r) x ... x GL(c,, r). 
In particular, the irreducible characters Ic/ of N,, covering the l-character 
of R,; are parametrized by t-tuples ($, , 11/z, . . .. G,), where $k is an 
irreducible character of GL(c,, r). Moreover, II/ has defect 0 as a character 
of N,,/R,, if and only if $k is one of the r - 1 Steinberg characters of 
WC,, r) for 1 <k<t. Let (pd.;,, for 1 <jj(r- 1)’ be the (r- 1)’ 
irreducible characters of N,i covering the l-character of Rdqi and having 
defect 0 as characters of N,,/R,,. Let Vd= {qdr,,}, where i, j vary over 
their respective ranges. 
(2C) Let B be a block of G = (Z(n) = G(V) labeled by the r-core K. 
(1) The number of B-weights of G is the number of assignments 
u @d+ {r-cores}, ‘Pd,i,i+‘Kd,i,i 
d20 
such that 
c rd I“d,i,jl = n - I’d. 4 i, I
(2) The number of B-weights is l(B). 
(2.2) 
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Proof We use the procedure given in Section 1. Let R be a radical sub- 
group of G. If V= V,, u V, , R = R, x R, are the decompositions of (2A), 
then C(R)=C=C,xC+, N(R)=N=N,xN+, where C,=N,=6(V,), 
c+ = G(Y+, (R+), N, = NGScv+,(R+). Let b be a block of CR with defect 
group R. Then b=b,xb+, where b, is a block of C,R, of defect 0, b + is 
a block of C, R, with defect group R, . The canonical character 0 of b 
correspondingly decomposes as 6 = B0 x 0 + , where 8, is the character in 
b,, Q+ is the l-character of C,, so that N(8) = N. Suppose bG = B. Then 
K is also the label of 6, and 6, is the principal block of C, by a theorem 
of Marichal and Puig, [4, (2.2); 11, (3.3)]. In particular, deg R = n - 11~1. It 
follows that B-weights (R, cp) with first component R are in bijection with 
irreducible characters cp of N of the form cp = cpO x cp + , where cpO = 8,, cp + 
is an irreducible character of N, trivial on R + , and cp + (1 ), = (N, : R + ),. 
We write 
R+=Rf’xR:2x ... xR2 
as a direct product of basic subgroups, where R, appears 6, times as a 
component of R, , so that deg R, =x:, b,deg Ri=n - 1~1. Let Vi be the 
underlying set of Ri. By (2B) 
where Ni is the normalizer of R, in 6( Vi). 
The irreducible characters of a wreath product T { G(b) are obtained as 
follows: Let 5 = { cp i , (p2, .. . . cp,} be the set of irreducible characters of T, 
and F0 the subset of characters of defect 0. The conjugacy classes of 
irreducible characters of the base subgroup Tb of T { G(b) under the action 
of Tl G(b) are in bijection with sequences m = (m,, m,, . . . . m,) of non- 
negative integers such that Cm, = b. Namely, if 8,,, is a character in the 
class corresponding to m, then m, is the multiplicity of ‘pi as a factor of 8,“. 
The stabilizer of 8, in T { G(b) has the form 
G(m,) x G(m2) x ... x G(m,). 
So by Clifford theory, the irreducible characters of Tl G(b) are in bijection 
with t-tuples (K,, ICY, .. . . K,), where K, is a partition of mi. Moreover, 
characters of T z G(b) of defect 0 correspond to t-tuples (K~, K~, . . . . K,) of 
r-cores, where ~~ = 0 for ‘pi not of defect 0. Thus the irreducible characters 
of T 2 G(b) of defect 0 are in bijection with assignments F0 + (r-cores}, 
cp, H rci, such that xi IK,[ = b. So (1) follows by applying this construction 
to each factor (NJR,) 1 G(b,) of N, /R+. 
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The cardinality of Wd is 
,&r-l)(:‘J=(r-l)rd-1, 
since (:‘I:) is the number of basic subgroups of degree rd and length t. 
Condition (2.2) may be rewritten as 
C rd-l IKd,i,j/ = “‘7 
4i.i 
where rw =n - 11~1. By (1A) the number of B-weights of G is the number of 
(r - 1)-tuples (1,) A,, . . . . A,+,) of partitions Izi such that xi I&l = w. But this 
last number is Z(B) by [12, (6.57)], so (2) holds. 
3. GROUPS OF SYMPLECTIC TYPE 
Let r be an odd prime, q a power of a prime p distinct from r, e the order 
of q modulo r, and ra = (qe - 1 ),. An r-group R is of symplectic type if R 
is the central product ZE of a cyclic group Z and an extraspecial group E 
over Q,(Z) = Z(E). Let 
Aut”R={aEAutR:gO=gforgEZ(R)}, 
Auto E= {oEAut E:g”=gforgEZ(E)}. 
The automorphisms in Auto E extend uniquely to automorphisms in 
Auto R, so we may view Auto E as a subgroup of Auto R. Let OutOR, 
Out’ E be defined by the short exact sequences 
l--+InnR-+Aut”R~OutoR+ 1, 
l- Inn E- Auto E!% Out’E-+ 1, 
where Inn R, Inn E are the groups of inner automorphisms of R, E, respec- 
tively. Suppose E has order rl+‘?, where y > 1. By [13, Theorem 11, 
Out’ EN 
i 
Wh r) if E has exponent r, 
Sp(2y-22,r)Mr’+2(Y-1) if E has exponent r2, 
where r1 + 2(yP I) denotes the extraspecial group of order r1 + ‘(Y ~ ‘1 and 
exponent r, and Sp(0, r) K r1 is interpreted as a group of order r. In addi- 
tion, as stated in [8, p. 4041, Auto E= L K Inn E, where L N Out’ E. 
Indeed, let Z= (c) be a cyclic group of order r*, E, the extraspecial group 
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of order r’ f2v and exponent r, and R = ZE, the central product of Z and 
E, over Q,(Z) = Z( E, ). Then E, = Q,(R), and restricting automorphisms 
of R to E, induces isomorphisms 
Auto R ‘v Auto E,, InnR=InnE,. 
R contains an extraspecial subgroup E, of order r’ + 2y and exponent r2 
such that 
R=ZE,, Z n E, = Q,(Z) = Z(E,). 
In particular, Auto E, is naturally identified with a subgroup of Auto E,, 
and in this identification, Inn E, is identified with Inn E,. Let j be an 
involution in Auto E, representing the central involution of Out’ E,. Then 
C,,,,.,(j) is a complement to Inn E,, and Auto E, splits over Inn E,. 
Since Inn E, is abelian, it follows that Auto E, also splits over Inn E,. We 
may thus form the holomorphs L K E and L K R, and L K R is the central 
product of Z and L K E. 
(3A) Let E be an extraspecial group of order r1+2v with y 2 1, and 
let xE be one of the r - 1 faithful irreducible character of E of degree ry. 
Then xE extends to an irreducible character x of LK E such that 
Q(x) = w!,). 
Proof: Let Z, E,, E, be as above. Let H, = L, K E, be the holomorph 
of E, , and H, = L, K E, the holomorph of E,. Then L, may be viewed as 
a subgroup of Auto R, and as such, L, n ker nR= 1, n,(L,) = OutOR. 
Similarly, L2 may be viewed as a subgroup of Auto R, and as such, 
L, n ker 7tR = 1, nR(L2) = O”(P,), where P, is a parabolic subgroup of 
OutOR. Let P, be the parabolic subgroup of L, such that nR(P,) = P,, so 
that (Inn R) L, = (Inn R) O”(P,). Since (Inn R) L, normalizes E,, it 
follows that O”(P,) normalizes E,. Thus we may form the semidirect 
product O”(P,) K E, within L, K R. 
L,K R=ZH, is a central product of Z and H,. Let x1 be a faithful 
irreducible character of H, of degree ry such that Q(l,)=Q(xE,). Such a 
character exists by [9, (6.2)]. Let [ be an irreducible character of Z such 
that 
(ixl)(c’h) = i(c’) xl(h) for c’EZ, hE H, 
defines an irreducible character of ZH,. Let x2 be the restriction of [x1 to 
O”(P,) K E,. We claim Q(x,) = Q(x,,). Indeed, if ge O”(P,) K E,, and 
g = uv, where u E O”(P, ), v E E,, then v = c’w for some c’EZ, w E E,, so 
that x2(g)=i(ci) x,(uw). By [9, (9.1)], xi(uw)=O if w$Z(E,). So we 
may suppose WEZ(E,), in which case x2(g)=[(ciw) xi(u). But then 
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ciw = u E 2 n E, = Z(E,), so that [(c’w) E Q(x,). Since O”(P,) K E, N H,, it 
follows H, has a faithful irreducible character of degree ry with values in 
a(~,,). A Galois conjugate of this character is then the desired extension. 
(3B) Let R = ZE be an r-group of symplectic type, where the cyclic 
group Z has order rO+ =, the extraspecial group E has order r1 + 27, and 
CI 3 0, y 3 1. Then there exists a faithful, irreducible representation & of the 
holomorph L K R in GL(er’+“, q). 
Proof: L K R is the central product of Z and L K E. Let x be the charac- 
ter of L K E in (3A), and let [ be an irreducible character of Z such that 
ix defines an irreducible character of L K R. In particular, Q({x) = Q(w,), 
where o, is a root of unity of order rafa. Let 3 be an irreducible represen- 
tation of L K R with character ix. We may suppose 3E is written over a finite 
extension K of Q([x). Let p be a prime ideal divisor of p in K, and o the 
ring of p-local integers in K. We may further suppose X is written over o. 
Let X and E be the reductions of X and ix modulo p. Then x is a 
representation of L K R with character & and x is irreducible since its 
restriction to R is irreducible. Now F,(E) = F&w,), where W, is the reduc- 
tion of o, modulo p. Thus [F,(E) :F,] = er”. Since (p, deg X) = 1, F&o,) 
is the center of the enveloping algebra of f by [S, Section 701, and so 3 
is equivalent to an irreducible representation over F&w,). Thus L K R has 
a faithful, irreducible representation in GL(r’, q”“), and hence one in 
GL(er” + I, q). Let 5 be this last representation. 
(3C) Let R = ZE and L K R = Z(L K E) be identified with their 
images in G = GL( mer’ + ?, q) under the m-fold diagonal embedding 
i 
5(s) 
i?(g) 
&TM . 
where $J is as in (3B). Let 
C = G(R), A’= N,(R), 
Then the following hold: 
(1) [C,L]=l, LnCR=l, and N’=LCR. 
(2) IN/No1 =d and N= (a, No), where &= 1. 
Moreover, if R is a radical subgroup of G, then E has exponent r, 
L 2: Sp(2y, r), and LR A N. 
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Proof: C,(M) = C,(R), since C,(U) < C,(R) and both centralizers 
are isomorphic to GL(m, 4”“). Thus [C, L] = 1. The elements of L induce 
outer automorphisms of R; the elements of CR induce inner automor- 
phisms of R. Thus L n CR = 1. Since No > LCR and No/CR N Out’ R 21 L, 
it follows that No = LCR, and (1) holds. N = ((T, No), where 6’ = 1, since 
IN/N’/ = era by rational canonical form and N/No is generated by a field 
automorphism of order er’. This proves (2). Finally, if R is a radical 
subgroup of G, then O,(L) = 1, since O,(L) R a No. Thus L N Sp(2y, r) 
and E has exponent r. The last assertion holds since LRZ( C) = C,Q( C) and 
L = [L, L], so that LR = [C,+(C), C&C)] R a N. 
4. THE GENERAL LINEAR GROUP 
Notation. Let q be a prime power not divisible by the odd prime r, e the 
order of q modulo r, and r“ = (q’ - 1 ),. For each integer ~12 0 and y 3 0, 
let Z, be a cyclic group of order ra + ‘, E, an extraspecial group of order 
r’ + >?/, and Z, E, the central product of Z, and E, over R, (Z,) = Z( E,). 
Since Z,E, has a faithful irreducible representation of degree ry over 
a(~,), where o, is a root of unity of order rO+‘, Z,E, can be embedded 
as a subgroup of GL(r’, 4”“). The image R,,, of Z,E, under the composi- 
tion 
Z, E, cs GL(rY, qerr) 4 GL(er* + ?, q), 
where the second embedding is a Galois embedding, is then determined up 
to conjugacy. For each integer m > 1, the image R,,,..? of the m-fold 
diagonal mapping of R,, y in GL(merZtY, q) given by 
is also determined up to conjugacy. Let Cm,a,y and N,,,.,? be the centralizer 
and normalizer of R,,z,y in GL(meP+‘, q), and let 
N:,,,, = {ge Nm,.,y: I% Z(Rn,,,)l = 1). 
Then Cm,or,y 2: GL(m, 4”“) @I, where I is the identity matrix of order ry. By 
(3C) Ni,,,, = Lm~.,yCm,..g&,,,y~ where 
L m r y = WRY, r) if . , E, has exponent r, 
L m,a,y N sp(&-2, r)K r’+2(yp” if E, has exponent r2, 
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L m,ol,yn C,,,,or,yRm,or,y= 1, and CLm,r,y, Cm,J = 1. Here L,.,y is defined to 
be 1 if y=O. Also, IN,,,or,y/Nljl,or,yl=era and Nm,cr,y=(rr,Nz,a,y), where 
c7 -1. eP _ 
For each sequence c = (cr, c2, . . . . c,) of positive integers, let 
R m,a,Y,c =R m,a,y 2A,. 
Then Rm,aJ,c is determined up to conjugacy in GL(d, q), where 
d=mer ~4 +y + C, + ” + C,, and 
N o~(d, 4))(Rm,~,y,~)lRm,or,~,‘ 2: L,.,$L,.,y x GL(cI, r) x . . . x (WC,, r). 
(4.1) 
Indee4 %,or,y,c =X2 Y, where X= Rm,a,y, Y = A,. In particular, Z(X) acts 
regularly on its underlying space. By [ 1, Theorem 21, which applies as well 
to the wreath products defined in this paper, every normal abelian sub- 
group of X2 Y is contained in the base subgroup X”. Since maximal 
normal abelian subgroups of X 2 Y necessarily contain Z(P) = Z(X)“, the 
intersection A(Xt Y) of all maximal normal abelian subgroups of X { Y 
contains Z(X)“. We claim A(X\ Y) = Z(X)n. Indeed, X is of symplectic 
type, so given x E X\Z(X), there exists a maximal normal abelian subgroup 
W of X not containing x. Then W” is a maximal normal abelian subgroup 
of X2 Y not containing any element of x” with a component x. This proves 
the claim, and thus NGLC4 qjJ(Rm,m,y,c) normalizes Z(X)n. Let 
cf= {CKgl:g~ZGfKg#1} 
be partially ordered by inclusion. Then the minimal elements in 8’ are the 
underlying spaces of the factors of the base subgroup of Xl Y, so (4.1) 
follows by (1.5) and (2.1). We note that A, is the permutation group 
induced by R,,,,y,C on the minimal elements of 6. We shall call Rm,a,y,c a 
basic subgroup of GL(d, q), deg Rm,a,y,C =d the degree of R,,m,y,t and 
4R m,a,y,c) = t the length of Rm,r,y,c. 
(4A) Let G = GL( V) = GL(n, q), and let R be a radical r-subgroup of 
G. Then there exist decompositions 
V=V,@V1$ . ..ov., 
R=R,xR,x ... xR,, 
such that R. is the trivial subgroup of GL( V,), and R, is a basic subgroup 
of GL( Vi) for i> 1. Moreover, the extraspecial components of Ri have 
exponent r for i 2 1. 
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Proof: We proceed by induction on the degree of G. Let V,, = C,(R), 
V+=[V,R], so that V=V,@V+, and R=R,xR+, where RO is the 
trivial subgroup of GL( V,,) and R, < GL( V, ). Then N(R) = GL( V,) x 
Ncwv+)(R+), so R+ is necessarily radical in GL( V+). By induction we 
may suppose V = V, . Let ‘3 be the natural representation of G in GL( V). 
Then %I R is completely reducible, and we may assume 
where the 5, are non-equivalent irreducible representations of R over F,, 
and mi is the multiplicity of si in RI,. Let Vi be the underlying space of 
migi(R), and Ri the group of linear operators which agree with an element 
of R on Vi and are the identity on V, for j# i. Then N(R) induces a 
permutation group on the set ((Vi, Ri): 16 i< s}, so that 
R<N(R)n(R,xR,x ... xR,)dN(R). 
Since R is a radical subgroup, R = R, x R, x ... x R,. Let Ni be the group 
of linear operators which agree with an element of N(R,) on V, and are the 
identity on Vj for j # i. In particular, R, d O,(N;), and 
R d (O,(N,) x O,(N,) x ... x O,(N,)) n N(R). 
Since the latter is a normal r-subgroup of N(R), it follows that Ri = O,(Ni) 
for all i. By induction we may suppose s = 1. Thus ‘%I R = rng, where 3 is 
an irreducible representation of R over F, and m is the multiplicity of 5 
in %I,. 
Suppose R has a characteristic non-cyclic abelian subgroup A. Then 
where mi are the Wedderburn components and u 32. Let Wi be the 
underlying space of lllz, for 1~ i < U, and let 
N,= {geN:gWI= W,}, R,={geR:gW1= W,}. 
Then R, g N, and 9JI, extends to a representation, denoted again by W,, 
of N, on W,. Now N induces a permutation group Y on the set 
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52=(W,, w,,..., W,}, since A a N. Let X be the subgroup of Y corre- 
sponding to the subgroup R of N. Then X is a transitive subgroup of Y, 
and 
R<mLn,(R,)2X NQW,(N,)l Y. 
We claim N normalizes 9JI i (R I ) 2 X. Indeed, any g E N has the form 
t 
%kl) IIJllk2) g= . . 
. 1 
4g), 
mlk”) 
where the gi E N, and rc(g) E Y, so g normalizes the base subgroup raZ,(R,)” 
of !TJIDZ,(R,) { X. Hence g normalizes 9Jll(R,) 2 X, since !JJl,(R,) j X is the 
product of its base subgroup and R. Now 
R<Nn@Jl,(R,)<X)aN 
and R is radical, so it follows that R=9JlJI,(R,) t X. Thus by (1.5), 
N = (NW w,) (~Jz,(R,))/~,(R,))ON,,,,(X), 
N/R = NW w,) WXII,(R,))I%(R,) x N~&‘YX. 
In particular, YJIDZ,(R,) and X are radical subgroups of GL( W,) and G(U), 
respectively. By induction R has the desired form, since X = A, for some c 
by @A). 
We may suppose then that every characteristic abelian subgroup of R is 
cyclic. By a result of P. Hall, [7, (4.9)], R is the central product ZE of a 
cyclic r-group Z and an extraspecial r-group E, where Q,(Z) = Z(E). Let 
1Ej = r1 + 2y. We may suppose y 2 1; otherwise R has the required form. The 
commuting algebra of g(R) is a finite extension D of F,, and 
C&l(R)) = GL(m, D). 
We identify D x with Z(GL(m, D)). Since R < R . O,(D x ) A N and R is 
radical, it follows that O,(D” ) d R so that Z= O,(D x ). In particular, e 
divides [D:F,], and IZI = r a+ a for some CI 3 0. Now the faithful irreducible 
representations of R over an algebraic closure F, of F, have degree ry. The 
values of the character of any such representation generate F,(o,) over F,, 
where W, is an ra + OL- th root of unity in F,. Thus D = F&w,), [D: F,,] = mu, 
5 has degree era + y, % has degree mer’ + y, and R is a basic subgroup of 
GL(mer” + y, q). Finally, E has exponent r by (3C). This completes the 
proof. 
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(4B) Let (R, cp) be a weight of G = GL( V), and let 
V=V,@V,@ ..‘@V,, 
R=R,xR,x ... xR, 
be the decomposition (4A). Let V(m, ~1, y, c) = xi V,, G(m, u, y, c) = 
GL( V(m, ~1, y, c)), R(m, ~1, y, c) = fliRi, where i runs over the indices such 
that R, = Rm,a,y,r. Then 
N(R) = W VO) x n NGtm,a,y,rj(R(m, a, Y, 0) T 
m,%Y,r > 
NW/R = W Vo) x n NGcm,e,y,cJR(m, 01, Y, c))lR(m, a Y, cl . 
m,m,y,r > 
Moreover, 
where vm, 1, y c is the underlying space of R,,z,Y,c and t is the number of 
basic components Rm,%,.i,c in R(m, a, y, c). 
Proof: We may suppose V=[V,R]. Let ~={[V,X]:XEZ(R)#} be 
partially ordered by inclusion. The minimal elements in 9 are subspaces 
Vi. Since Ri= {gER:gu=u for UE V,,j#i}, it follows N(R) permutes the 
pairs (V,, Ri) among themselves. Let A(R,) be the intersection of all maxi- 
mal normal abelian subgroups of Ri, and let 4. = ( [ V, g] :g E A(R,) # } be 
partially ordered by inclusion. If Ri = R,,x,y,c, then the minimal elements in 
4. have dimension merz +? by the proof of (4.1). Also, (m, r) = 1. Indeed, 
let 8 be an irreducible constituent of cpI CR. Then 0 is trivial on R, and 
Clifford theory implies 6’ is in a block of defect 0 of CR/R. Let C= 
c(Jxc,x ... x C,, where Ci = C,,( V,,( Ri), and let 0 = 8, x 8, x . . . x 8,, 
where Bi is an irreducible character of C,R, for 0 ,< i < s. Then each Bi is 
trivial on Ri and in a block of defect 0 of CiRi/Ri. Since C, 2: GL(m, q”‘), 
it follows by [6, (4B)] that (m, r)= 1. 
Suppose a component Ri = Rm,cr,y,r is conjugate to a component Ri. = 
R m,.aP,y,,c,. Then A(R,) is conjugate to A(R,,), so that mer”+Y =m’erx’+y’. 
Also, Z(R,) is conjugate to Z(R,,), so that r’+‘= ra+“. Thus m = m’, 
a = CI’, and y = y’. The permutation groups induced by Ri and Ris on the 
minimal elements of tp and 4, are A, and A,, respectively, so by (2B), c = c’. 
The proposition now follows easily. 
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Let 9 be the set of manic polynomials Z # X in F,[X] whose roots 
have r’-order. Given Z in 9, let d, be the degree of Z, e, the multiplicative 
order of qdr modulo r, ~1~ the exponent such that rrr= (d,),, and m, the 
integer such that mrerar = d,e,. As shown in [6, Section 51, each Z in 9 
determines a block B, of G,= GL(m.eP, q) with defect group R,= 
R mr, ar, 0 and label (e,Z’-), where e,Z represents a semisimple lement of 
G, with an elementary divisor f of multiplicity e, and no other elementary 
divisors. Also, if C, = C,,(R,), N, = N,,(R,), then C, N GL(m,, qePr) 
and N,/C, is cyclic of order et? Let br be a block of C, with defect 
group R, and brGr= B, let 0, be the canonical character of br, and let 
N,(B,) be the stabilizer of 8, in N,. The pair (b,, 0,) is determined up to 
conjugacy in N,, and N,(B,-)/CI- = e,. 
For each 6 > 0, let R,,, r, Rr,,S,2, Rr,,6,3, . . . be an ordering of the basic 
subgroups of the form R,,,,“,., *,* and degree mrerar+*. Let V,,6,r be the 
underlying space of Rr,s,i, 
C r,S.i- -CGL(Y~,~,~)(RT,S,~), Nr,a,i=NGL(Y~,~,,)(Rr,s,i). 
IfR r,b,i- -R,r,ar,y,candc=(c,,c, ,..., ~,),thenC,,,~=C,@Z,@Z,,where 
Z, and I, are respectively identity matrices of sizes ry and rc’ +Q+ “’ +r’, and 
where Y, is the normalizer of A, in ~(rc’+c2+ ..‘+“). Let 13~,~,~ be the 
irreducible character of C,,, i defined by or,,, i( c 0 Z, @ Z,) = e,(c) for 
c E C,. We may view Or,s,i as a character of Cr,s,iRr,e,i trivial on Rr,,,i. If 
Nr,s,i(Or,a,i) is the stabilizer of 0r,6,i in Nr,s,i, then 
where 6= 0 Z, is the character of C,,, ar, y = C,OZ,, defined by 
(O,@Zy)(c@ZI,,)=e,(c) for CEC,, and N,,,.r,y(O,@Z,) is its stabilizer in 
N ml-. ml-, 7. Now 
Y,/A, N GL(c,, r) x GL(c,, r) x ... x GL(c,, r). 
In particular, the characters $ in Irr(Nr,,,i(8,,6,i), Or,a,i) are parametrized 
by (t+ I)-tuples (h 11/,, ti2, . . . . ICI,), where e. is in Irr(Nm,,.r,y(@rSZy), 
8,@ I,), and tii is an irreducible character of GL(ci, r) for i 2 1. Moreover, 
$ has defect 0 as a character of N,,d,i(8,,6.i)/R,,d,i if and only if $,, has 
defect 0 as a character of N,,,r, oLr, ,(0,-B Z,)/R,,, blr, y and ei is one of the 
r - 1 Steinberg characters of GL (ci, r) for i 2 1. 
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Let Ni,,.,. y= {gW,,,,..,y:Cg~ WL,,,,Jl = 11. Then Nm,,,,,,V6-O~J 
2 N:,- cir, y’ &e N:, czr y= L,, a,-. yCm,, Nr, ,JLr, a,-. y’ Lm,, o1r. y n Cm,, ar. y 
R mr, ur.‘y =1, CL,,, err. ,i km,, ar, yl = 1. In particular, tie IN;r, + y contains 
only irreducible characters of the form [(O,@Z,), where [ is an 
irreducible character of L,,, ar,.Y, and Go has defect 0 as a character of 
N mr. c(r’, ,teI@ zY)lJL,, al-. Y only if [ has defect 0 as a character of L,,, oLr, ?. 
Sin= L,, a=. yN Sp(Zy, r), this is so only if 5 is the Steinberg character of 
Sp(2y, r). Here we interprete Sp(0, r) as the trivial group and its Steinberg 
character as the l-character. So let { be the Steinberg character. Then 
N mr, rr. y no~alizes L,, orr, yR,,, c(r, ylRmr, err, y7 whence 
N mr, OLr, ym-0 1,) = Nm,. ar’, ,mw4))~ 
where N ,,,Ur,,(~(O,@Z,)) is the stabilizer of [(e,@Z,) in N,,,r, orr,y. Thus 
tie is in WNm,, rrr y wrozy), m3zy)). But 
N my, cry, ,wro ZyWtr, ar, y = NAerKr 
is cyclic of order e,, and (r, e,) = 1. Thus there are e, characters ijo which 
have defect 0 as characters of N,,, ~~‘, ,(e,-@ Z,)/R,,, ay, y, er(r - 1)’ charac- 
ters tj of Irr(N,,d,i(B,,,,i), Or,a,i) which have defect 0 as characters of 
N~,s,i(e~,s,i)lR~,a,i, and er(r- 1)’ characters cp of Irr(N,,,i, Or,a,i) which 
have defect 0 as characters of Nr,a,i/Rr,a,i. Let (P~,~,~,~, where 
1 <j< er(r - l)‘, denote these last characters of Nr,G,i, and let Wr,& = 
(v~,~,~,~}, where i,j vary over their respective ranges. 
(4C) Let B be a block of G = GL( V) = GL(n, q) with label (s, K). Let 
s = n,-s, be the primary decomposition of s, let V= @Jr Vr be the corre- 
sponding decomposition of V, and let wy be defined by dim V,- d, llcrl = 
4-w+. 
(1) The number of B-weights of G is n,f,, where fr is the 
number of assignments 
J..I %r,6 + (r-cores}, ‘Pr,c5,i,jH Kr,S,i,j 
620 
such that 
6,i.i 
(2) The number of B-weights is Z(B). 
Proof. Let R be a radical subgroup of G, and let V= F’, @ V, , 
R = R, x R, be the decompositions of (4A). Then C(R) = C= C, x C, , 
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N(R)=N=N,xN+, where C,=N,=GL(I/,), C, =CGLcY+)(R+), N, = 
N oLcY+)(R + ). A block b of CR with defect group R then decomposes as 
b=bOxb+, where b,, is a block of C,Ro of defect 0, b, is a block of 
C, R + with defect group R, . Let 8 be the canonical character of b, and 
express e=e,xe+, where B0 is the character in b,, 8, is the canonical 
character of b + . Then N( 0) = No x N + (8 + ), where N + (8 + ) is the stabilizer 
of 8, in N,. As noted earlier, the B-weights (R, cp) with first component 
R are in bijection with irreducible characters II/ of N(B) of the form 
Il/=$oxti+, where Il/,, = B0 and II/ + is an irreducible character of N, (8 + ) 
covering 6’ + and of defect 0 as a character of N + (8 + )/R + . 
We write 
R,=R;lxRF~ ... xR> 
as a direct product of basic subgroups, where Ri appears bi times as a 
component of R, . Let Ci = CGL( .,,(Ri), Ni = NGLcv,)(Ri), where Vi is the 
underlying space of Ri. Then 
c,=cyxcb,2x ... xc>, 
where oil, 8,) . . . . 8,, are distinct irreducible characters of C,R, trivial on Ri, 
and 8, occurs b, times as a factor in 8. In particular, bj = bi, + 
6, + . . . + b,,. Then 
N+(e+)= fi fi (Ni(e,)t Wb,)h 
i-1 j=, 
where Ni(O,) is the stabilizer of 8, in Ni. The irreducible characters II/ + of 
N, (0, ) covering 8 + are then expressible as + + = fly= i n;=, Iclii, where 
tiii is an irreducible character of Ni(O,) 2 C(b,) covering the character r3:? 
of the base subgroup. Moreover, Ic/+ has defect 0 as a character of 
N + (l3 + )/R + if and only if $ii has defect 0 as a character of 
for all i, j. Let ciik be the irreducible characters of Ni(O,) covering 8, and 
having defect 0 as characters of Ni(O,)/Ri, where k ranges over a set 
depending on i,i. As in the proof of (2C), the irreducible characters ti + are 
in bijection with assignments iiik H Key, where the K~~'.s are r-cores and 
deg R = i (deg Ri) c 1~~~1. 
i=l i.k 
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Suppose bG = B. By a Broue-Puig theorem [4, (3.2)], we may replace s 
by a conjugate if necessary and factor s = sOs+ with s,, E C,, s + E C, , such 
that (s,,, K) is a label for b,. Moreover, if the pair is of type r, that is, if 
(4, 0,) = (Rm,, zr. )‘, CT 0,0 zyo I,), 
then (Ri, O,j) contributes a factor Y ytclfc2+ "' +'fr to the primary decoy- 
position of s, Let R(T) = niRlr where i runs over indices such that 
(Ri, 0,) has type I7 In particular, 
deg R(T) = dim V,- drllc,l = d,e,w,. 
Now let R vary over radical groups of G. The number of B-weights is 
nrfr, wheref, is the number of assignments 
I...I %?r,g -b {r-cores}, ‘Pr.a,i.,H K/-.&r., 
6>0 
such that 
1 (deg &-,d 1~ r,,6,i,,I = deg NO, 
6,&i 
which is the condition in (1). This completes the proof of (1). 
The cardinality of V,, is 
since (’ ;1; ’ ) is the number of basic subgroups R,,, zy, y, t of degree y6 and 
length t. By (lA), fr is then the number of ertuples (A,, &, . . . . A,,.) of 
partitions li such that Cil&l = wy. On the other hand, this last number is 
also the number of partitions with e,-core ICY and erweight wy. Thus 
I-Ii-f,-= W by [6> W)l. 
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